Prefixes

A prefix is a word part that is added to the beginning of a base word. A prefix changes the meaning of the word.

The prefix **mis-** means **bad or wrong**
   If you *misbehave*, your behavior is bad.

The prefix **re-** means **again**
   If you *rewrite* something, you write it again.

The prefix **dis-** means **not or opposite**
   If you *disappear* it means you've done the opposite of appear.

**Directions:** Add a prefix to each base word to make a new word. Use the prefix mis-, re-, or dis- for each word. Be sure you use real words that can be found in a dictionary.

1. _____like
2. _____place
3. _____plant
4. _____write
5. _____print
6. _____think
7. _____take
8. _____grace
9. _____new
10. _____understand
A prefix is a word part that is added to the beginning of a base word. A prefix changes the meaning of the word.

The prefix **mis-** means **bad or wrong**
   If you *misbehave*, your behavior is bad.

The prefix **re-** means **again**
   If you *rewrite* something, you write it again.

The prefix **dis-** means **not or opposite**
   If you *disappear* it means you've done the opposite of appear.

**Directions:** Add a prefix to each base word to make a new word. Use the prefixes **mis-**, **re-**, or **dis-** for each word. Be sure you use real words that can be found in a dictionary.

1. **dis**like
2. **mis**place
3. **re**plant
4. **re**write
5. **mis**print (also accept **re**print.)
6. **re**think
7. **mis**take
8. **dis**grace
9. **re**new
10. **mis**understand